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THE WPA NATIONAL RESEARCH PROJECT 
ON REEIIPLOYKENT OPPORTU!IITIEB AND RECENT CHANGES 

IN INDUSTRIAL TECHNIQUES 

Un4er the authorit7 grante4b7 the President in the Ezecu
tive Or4er which create4 the Works Progress A4ministration, 
A4ministrator Harr, L. Ho~Ains authorize4 the establishment 
of a research program for the purpose of collecting an4 ana
l7Zing 4ata bearing on problems of emploJment, unemploJment, 
and rellet. Accordlngly, the National Research Program was 
establlshe4in October 1936 un4er the supervision of Corrington 
Gill, Assistant A4ministrator Of the WPA, who appointe4 the 
4irectors of the in4ivi4ual stu4ies or projects. 

The Project on ReemPlOJment Opportunities an4Recent Changes 
in In4ustrial Techniques was organized in December 1936 to 
lnqutre, wlth the cooperation or lnctustr;y, labor, and. govern
mental and private agencies, lntOthe e:z:tentor recent changes 
in industrial techniques sn4 to evaluate the effects Of these 
chenges on the volume of emploJment an4 unemploJment. DGvid . 
J'eintrGub an4 Irving Ka~!Gn, members of the research staff 
ot the Dlvtstonor Research, Stat1st1cs, anct Flnancewere ap
pointed, respecttvel,., Director and. Associate Director or the 
Project. The task set tor them was to assemble and. organize 
the ezisting 4ata which bear on the problem aM to augment 
these 4ata b7 fiel4 surve7s an4 anal7ses. 

To this end, many governmental agencies whtchare the col
lectors and reposltorles or pertinent lntormatlonwere 1nvltec1 
to cooperate. The cooperating agencies of the Unite4 States 
Government include the Department or Agriculture, the Bureau 
or Hlnes or the Department or the Interior, the Bureau or 
Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor, the Ra1lroad 
Retirement Board, the Social Security Board, the Bureau or 
Internal Revenue ot the Department or the Treasury, the De
partment or Commerce, the Federal Trade Comm1ss1on, and the 
Tariff Commission. 

The following private agencies joine4 With the National 
Research Project in con4ucting special stU4ies: the In4us
trial Research Department or the University or Pennsylvania, 
the National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., the Employ
ment Stabilization Research Institute of the Universit7 of 
Minnesota, an4 the Agricultural Economics Departments in the 
Agricultural Ezperiment Stations of California, Illinois, 
Iowa, and New York. 

Since September 1, 1939, the Project bas been sponsore4 
b7 the National Resources Planning Boar4, Ezecutive Office 
of the Presi4ent, Washington, D. c. 
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UNEMPLOYMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE 

When the Works Progress Administration was established in 1935 we had 
had .2 years o! recovery. Industrial production was substantially above 

the low point of the depression; industrial employment, however, had 
picked up nruch rore slowly; the unenployed numbered 10 to 11 million or 
about a !i!th o! the Nation's manpower. The WPA, as a functioning part 
o! the Administration's program directed essentially toward recovery, 

was vitally interested in the prospects !or reemployment of this labor 
force. Since technological advance was obviously one o! the important 

!acto:s which affected these reenployment prospects, we initiated a 

group of studies of the role that technology played in current une!JllloY
ment problems and long-run enployment trends. This was the origin o! 

the National Research Project on Reemployment ({lportunities and Recent 
Changes in Industrial Techniques. 

The other day Hr. Kettering spoke here about the cooperative nature o! 
industrial research. Since the WPA was not the only organization which 
had an interest in these problems, we too sought and obtained the co

oi>eration of other governmental and private agencies and o! industry and 

labor. One series o! the studies, !or exanq>le, was conducted in co

operation with the Bureau o! Labor Statistics; other studies were done 
in cooperation with the U. S. Bureau of Mines, the Railroad Retirement 
Board, the Department o! Agriculture and various Agricultural Experiment 
Stations, the Department o! Commerce, the Social Security Board, the 

Bureau o! Internal Revenue, the Federal Trade (hunission, and the Tariff 

(hunission. AIOOng the nongovernmental agencies were the Industrial Re
search Department o! the Wharton School o! Finance and Commerce o! the 
University of Pennsylvania, the National Bureau o! Economic Research, 

and the &ployment Stabilization Research Institute of the University of 
Minnesota. The Project throughout, in collecting information has also 

enjoyed the cooperation of industry, of labor, and of fanners. 

We !eel that the National Research Project, directed by David Weintraub, 
is currently contributing the greatest arount of information on this 

question o! the role of technology in production, employment, and unem
ployment. Thus !ar more than 6o published reports have resulted !rom 
the Project's work. I would like to submit as an exhibit a list of 

these studies.* The reports have been widely distributed and the value 

*ror a list or the ProJect's publtcattons see Inside cover or this report. 

1 



2 UNEMPLOYMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE 

of the findings is well shown by the frequency with which material fran 

the Project's reports has been used before this Committee during the 

past 3 weeks. 

The tl«l main subjects which I should like to discuss before this Can
mittee are ( 1) the econanic role which technological changes have played 
in recent years and (2) the impact of technological change on l«lrkers. 

I shall discuss these subjects primarily fran the viewpoint of an agency 

charged with the responsibility of caring for the able-bodied uneiJllloyed. 

The decade that has just passed is unique in American economic his

tory. It has been marked by the worst depression the country has ever 

known - a depression unparalleled both in severity and in persistence. 
At the end of the decade recovery is still far fran providing normally 

full eiJllloyment of the country's human and material resources. 

Perhaps the best indication of bow much worse the economic difficul

ties of the last 10 years have been than those of any previous period 

is afforded by a COIJ{larison with the so-called "great" depressions of 
the .seventies and nineties. Production and employment are the JOOSt vital 

elements in economic well-being. Although it is only in comparatively 
recent years that eiJllloyment figures have been gathered, reasonably sat

isfactory production data are available as far back as 18'10. Indexes of 

general industrial production undoubtedly furnish the JOOSt satisfactory 
measures for a cooparison of the course of the three depressions. 

Chart 1 compares industrial production for the three decades, 187z-

1882, 189.2"'1902, and 1929'"1939• The peak year of the preceding pros
perity is in each case taken as the base. The unique character of the 

decade that has just passed is i!llnediately evident. The differences in 
severity and length between the depression of the 1930's and the two 
earlier depressions is so great as to suggest a difference in kind, From 
1929 to 1932 industrial production declined by almost 50 percent, as 
compared with a maximum decline in the nineties of 13 .percent, and in 
the seventies of 7 percent. The contrast in the three recovery periods 
is quite as striking. In 1939 production averaged somewhat below 1929• 
In each of the earlier periods it had far surpassed the previous pros

perity peak. Eighteen eighty-two was 7o percent above 1872, and 1902 
was 55 percent above 1892. 

Other indicators tell the san.! general story, No data exist on which 
to base a direct estimate of unemployment in either the seventies or 
nineties. However, SOJ1e idea of the extent of· unemployment in the ear-
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Chart 1·- IIIDVBTRUL PRODVCTIOII DVRIIIO TBRI!E DEPRI!88ION PERIODS, 
1872-1882, 1892-1902, AND 1929-1939 
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lier depressions, relative to the recent depression, can be fanned fran 
a study of production and labor-supply figures. The latter are avail
able for census years. Eighteen seventy, 188o, 189o, and 1900 were all 
generally prosperous years. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that un
employment in each of them was at or near the practical minimum. The 
increase in labor supply can thus be taken as a rough measure of the 

increase in employment for the decades 1870'"188o and 189o-1900· 

Chart 2 shows the trend of gainful workers, excluding those attached 
to agriculture, for each of the three decades, 1870-188o, 189o-1900, and 
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1929-1939· It also shows the course of industrial production in each 

of these peria!s. Detailed conclusions cannot be drawn because of the 

lack of refinements in the basic data. However, one central fact does 

stand out clearly. The increase in the severity of the decline in in

dustrial product ion in the 19301 s was so great as to leave no roan for 
doubt that unemployment must also have been considerably more severe 
than in earlier depressions. 

These facts are unmistakably clear. In every important respect the 

depression of the 1930 1s has been far more severe and far more persist
ent than any previous depression the country has seen. In 1939 we had 
2 or 3 million fewer persons employed than in 1929 despite the fact that 
the volume of goals and services produced was almost the same. This un
employment was in addition to the .::a million persons who were unemployed 
in 1929 and was aggravated by the natural increase in population which 
resulted in over 6 million net new additions to the labor market. Con
sequently, despite recent attempts of sane newspaper columnists to ''write 

them off", there were 10 to 11 million unemployed in 1939· The oajor 
problem is thus one of fuller utilization of the productive forces of 
the Nation - natural resources, plant capacity, and labor. 

With respect to the subject matter of these hearings, the question 
arises, what were the effects of technological changes on recovery in 
recent years? 

As your Chairman aptly put it the other day: ''The measure of tech
nological advance is the capacity of the masses to buy the products of 
technology." We are therefore interested not only in the physical as
pects of changing industrial techniques, but also in the social and eco
nanic ways in which these techniques are used. 

Traditionally, technological progress has contributed to a continually 
expanding economy by stimulating increases of production through the 
reduction of costs, by introducing new products and new industries, and 
by increasing the demand for capital goals. Hence, technological prog
ress has, in the past, played an important role as a factor of recov
ery fran depression. 

Now, it has already been pointed out to you by several witnesses that 
technological changes in industry are continuous and cwnulative in their 
effects. There is no wa:y of telling what the technological changes of 
the future will be or precisely how they will affect employment and in
vestment. Moreover, it is important to realize that the consequences 
at technological advance are by no reans unifonn. 
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Chart 2.- IRDOSTRI&L PRODOCTIOK &RD THE LABOR SUPPLY DORIRO 
TBRBB DEPBE88IOR PERIODS, 1870-1880, 

1890-1900, &RD 1929-1939 
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NUMBER OF YEARS IN PERIOD -
The autanobile industry, which has been discussed before you at sane 

length, is a classic example of a technological innovation that, in the 
past, had created more jobs than it destroyed and also provided impor
tant indirect support to employment through its effect on i!lVestnent and 

incane. That such an effect of technological change is by no neans uni
versal can be seen by a glance at our industrial history since 1920. 
The country's ·manufacturing industries were, throughout that period, 
subject to continuous and cumulative technological. chauges. The effects 
of these changes on labor requirements are reflected in the measures 
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of increased labor productivity which are embodied in several of the 
National Research Project's reports. Many of these data have already 
been presented to you by Dr. Kreps and others. These increases in labor 

productivity were, during the 192o's, usually accanpanied by increases 
in production. But. in the face of the rate at which technological im

provements were taking place, the increases in production were not great 
enough. The manufacturing industries, although their production in
creased by about so percent during the 192o's, showed virtually no in
c,.eases in employment. Other industries which prior to the World War 
were relied on to provide an increasing number of jobs for our grow
ing population not only failed to continue this traditional role but in 
many instances also failed to maintain their previous employment levels. 
Mining and the railroads registered substantial declines. Fmployment. in 
agriculture declined during the war period and showed no increase during 
the twenties. 

These increases in the productivity of labor represent continuations 
of past trends in our econany. The particular feature of recent devel
opments is the important part played by a multitude of refinements and 

improvements which are a day-to-day outgrowth of developing science and 

technology. The revolutionary changes which are associated with the in
itial shift of an industry fran a handicraft to a mass-production basis 
pave the way for a continuous chain of less spectacular changes which 
may be even more important with respect to their effects on labor pro
ductivity. Drastic changes which result in the direct displacement 
of workers are by no means a thing of the past, as you heard in the de
scriptions of the introduction of the continuous-strip mill by an ear
lier witness. Today, however, such changes rarely occur. The typical 
changes in industrial processes at the present time are the day-to-day 
improvements of already existing equipnent; they are usually not spec
tacular, and many of them require relatively small capital outlays. 

Thus the development of tungsten carbide steel has made it possible 

to increase the operating speeds on machine tools as much as thirtyfol.d 
without any important additional capital outlay. Metallurgists have 

· also developed more easily machinable alloy steel which has enabled many 

manufacturers to increase the output per unit of labor time by 30 to so 
percent. The important part played by increased knowledge of chemical 
changes and its application to industrial processes is illustrated by 
the introduction of organic accelerators which reduced the time for cur
ing rubber tires by one-half to two-thirds with only small attendant 
capital outlays. Thus, operating costs and labor requirements have been 
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significantly reduced by a series of refinements which create small or 
no investment opportunities. 

Many of the improvements and refinements in machines are associated 
particularly with equipnent of large capacity. Aside fran improved de

sign, size is frequently an advantage in and of itself. Large-capacity 
equipment frequently requires no greater operating labor per operating 

unit than smaller equipment. Furthermore, the cost of manufacturing a 
particular type of equipment does not usually increase proportionately 
as the capacity of the machine increases. Accordingly, the capital in
vestment per unit of capacity usually decreases with an increase in the 
size of the equipment. In the petroleum-refining industry, for example, 

for one type of equipnent operating costs per unit of capacity for the 
large units are only about one-third as great as for the small units. 

Similarly, investment per unit of capacity is only about one-third as 
great for the large as for the small units. These econanies of large
capacity equipnent are available principally to the large enterprises. 

This is a result of both tbe technical possibilities of large-scale pro
duction and the availability of funds for investment. 

Otber types of technological change which accrue principally to large 

enterprises are the mechanization of handling and the introduction of 
continuous processes. The most important economies associated with 
these changes follCM the reorganization of plant lay-out to assure the 
continuous flCM of materials and the necessary synchronization of one 

operation with another, that is, by improvements in the organization of 
production - an important phase of recent technical advances. I should 
like to illustrate this by reference to the conveyor assembly-line sys
tem of production which has effected spectacular econanies in such mass
production industries as automobile and radio manufacture which involve 
the assembly of numerous parts. The elimination of handling labor by 
the cODVeyor is only a small part of the total econanies effected. Labor 

productivity is increased principally through the reduction in stoppages 
and the increased intensity of labor whose speed is to a very large ex

tent set by the speed at which the belt operates. 

In large-scale industries working with hanogeneous materials, the in

troduction of· the continuous-process principle has effected equally great 
econanies but has been accanplished sanewhat differently. Previously 
distinct operations have been integrated either directly or through the 
use of mechanical conveying equipment. The necessary synchronization 
is accanplished largely with the aid of instruments, and much operating 
as well as handling and storage labor is eliminated. In many of these 
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' 
industries, ncft.ably electric power, petroleum refining, steel, glass, 
paper and pulp, and chemicals, after two decades of such developnents, 
entire departments and plants are new operated fran central instrument 
pauels at which a few operators are stationed. 

Such recording and controlling instruments, employed in large, higbly 
mechanized plants, are an example of the type of equipment, auxiliary to 
the principal production units, which has found extensive application in 
recent years. Such auxiliary devices have involved only small capital . 
outlays in relation to the ecooanies which they made possible. Numerous 

instances could be cited to shew the reduction in operating costs ef

fected through the precise regulation of processes with the aid of such 
instruments. According to one of the Project's studies, the expendi
tures for controlling and measuring instruments per $1,000 of machinery 

rose from less than $4 in 1919 to more than $14 in 1939· l'he increase 
in the use of industrial instruments which automatically control the 

operation of machinery or processes has been especially notable. As a 
percentage of total sales, controlling instruments have risen fran 8 in 
1923 to more than 35 at the present time. 

Not only are the larger enterprises the principal beneficiaries of the 
typical developments in industrial techniques, but they also possess the 
organization for systematic technical advance through organized indus

trial research. As one of the Project's reports has shewn, the number 
of workers engaged in industrial research has increased fivefold during 
the past two decades. It is estiliBted that in 1940 close to 6o,ooo re
search workers are employed. This work has been concentrated in the 
hands of relatively few canpanies; one-half of the research personnel 
is employed by about 50 large corporations. Approximately 2 , 000 other 
concerns employ the other half of research personnel while· more than 
150,000 manufacturing canpanies do not maintain any organized research. 
In nine leading industries, one-fourth of the canpanies that operated 
laboratories in 1938 employed between 56 and 90 percent of the research 
workers in the respective industries. • 

Now, there are certain points which~ I should like to stress with re
spect to the characteristics of recent technolcgical deve~ts. 

First, the establishment of the basic machine techniques which was 

accanplished in the bulk of manufacturing industries before 1920 has 
multiplied rather than restricted the opportunities for technological 
change. There is therefore no reason to expect any cessation in the 
rate of increase of labor productivity since it can be expected that as 
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mechanization continues fresh opportunities for improvenent will unfold 
themselves. 

Second, while revolutionary chaDges in technique are still occurring, 

the emphasis in the recent period has been on detailed improvenents in 
established techniques. These latter changes are, however, extrenel.y 

pervasive; in tine they cut across the whole production processes of an 
industry and spread fr<XII industry to industry. Their cumulative ef
fect on labor productivity and their threat, to the security of workers 
has been far greater than the occasional, spectacular, revolutionary 

chaDges. 

Third, it is important to note that technological advances may be ·re
flected in a reduction in labor requirements outside of the establish
ment in which they occur. Illustrative of this is the reduction in the 

demand for coal as a result of illlJrovements in the efficiency with which 

coal is burned. One of the Project's studies shows that .. fuel consump
tion per unit of output was reduced by almost 8o percent at central p<M!r 

stations between 1899 and 1936, by 32 percent on steam locanotives be

tween 1917 and 1936, and by 16 percent at cement plants between 19111 and 

1935· The difficulties of the coal miners are in no small degree ascrib
able to this technological developDent outside of their 01111 industry. 

Fourth, the nature of recent technological chaDges has been such that 
significant increases in labor productivity have been accanplished in 
many instances without important additions to capital investnents. The 

studies of the National Research Project present a mass of infomation 
covering chaDges in technology and productivity during the last two dec
ades or more. During the last decade the emphasis has been on techno
logical chaDges of a labor-saving rather than plant-expansion character. 

This is reflected in the Project's findings on recent types of chaDges 
and on productivity in mining, manufac'turing, transportation, camrunica

tion, and power production. Notwithstanding the fact that many factors 
operate to reduce productivity when production is curtailed, the find
ings show that productivity continued to increase in most industries 
even during the decline of the early thirties. 

In many instances, old and fully depreciated machines are replaced by 
improved machines which are capable of oruch higher outputs but which do 

not iiiVolve an increase in investnent. The econanies effected through 
the use of auxiliary equipment are frequently accanplished with only 

small capital outlays. In many cases, moreover, the smaller capital 
outlays iiiVolved in the use of auxiliary equipnent are a substitute for 
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the larger capital outlays involved in the construction or in the equip
ping of ·new plants for additional production capacity. Although the in
troduction of handling and conveying equipment involves considerable 
investment, there is frequently no increase in investment per unit of 
output, since the initial outlays are offset by savings in space, the 

fuller utilization of equipment, and the reduction of raw-material in
ventories and storage. 

The fifth point I want to make with respect to recent technological 
developments is that they are obtainable principally by the larger con
cerns. There. is evidence that in many industries the small concerns are 

being forced out of business because they cannot keep.abreast of new 
technological devel.op!lents. In testimony presented to you by an earlier 
witness, the elimination of many small steel mills wa,;; attributed to 
their inability to employ the new processes. In the bulk of American 
industry, the tre¢ tomrd the elimination of small enterprises and the 
concentration of production in large corporations is an dlserved fact. 
Our studies have sham that this trend has a technological basis in the 
advantages in production costs gained by the organization of production 
in large plants, by equipment of large capacity, and by many types of 
special-purpose equipment which aid in economies of production while 
they add little to capital requirements. The economic advantage pos
sessed by large enterprises with respect to the utilization of labor has 
been reflected in most of the manuf~turing industries studied by the 
Project. In mining operations, also, the benefits of mechanization tend 
to accrue to the larger enterprises, and mechanization in agriculture 
favors production on larger farm units. 

One more point. The strengthening of large enterprises through tech
nological changes has its basis not only in the characteristics of their 
production techniques but also in the concentration of research. This 
concentration tends to widen the technical and economic advantages of 
large enterprises over smaller ones that are without research facilities 
and cannot keep pace with new scientific developments. T~is factor is 
important in any evaluation of the prospects for the development of new 
industries and new products on a scale sufficiently great to constitute 
a demand for capital goods substantial enough to stimulate general re
covery. In considering the prospects for new industries developing out 
of current industrial research, it must be remembered that though the 
companies which finance this research are interested in the development 
of new products they are also concerned with the safeguarding and im
provement of their existing investment in plant and equipment. 
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I have earlier referred to recent types of technological changes which 
find application typically where production is organized on a large 
scale. This is doubtless in part ascribable to the fact that most re
search is done by large enterprises which natnrally concentrate on their 
am problems. The characteristic technological advances which they de
velop cannot usually be applied in small enterprises, either because 
finances are wanting or because the techniques cannot be employed on the 

production scale of such enterprises. Yet this is not a necessary de
velopment in all industries. Efficient product ion does not necessarily 
exclude small-scale operation, provided the technological base is stud
ied specifically with a view to improving it; I am certain that in sane 
cases, at least, research can fruitfully be redirected to problems of 
the small enterprise. 

Some means should be developed for making the results of scientific 
research more generally available to small as well as large enterprises. 
Greater emphasis should be given to industrial research directed toward 
the development of new products or industries and to those technical 
problems which are peculiar to the small and medium-size producers nCJoT 
without adequate research facilities. Such a development, encouraged 
and perhaps in part supported by government, may make it possible not 
only to employ all of our trained scientific personnel but also to stim
ulate capital iiiVestment. 

Up to this point I have sketched the econanic role which technological 
change has played in recent years. I come nCJoT to the second subject, 
namely, the effects of technological changes on workers. 

The process of industrial change is by its very nature accanpanied by 
a constant displacement and reabsorption of labor. New occupations, 
plants, and industries come into existence while old ones decline, new 
areas become industrialized while old ones becane "stranded", a tech
nological change results in a new product or process ,that displaces an 
old product or process, Job requirements are altered, fewer workers are 
needed to meet· the requirements of production, and as a result workers 
lose their jobs. Under these circumstances, even when such changes are 
accompanied by an absolute increase in the total amount of employment 
offered, unemployment of individuals and groups of individuals is con
tinually being created because of changes in the location of activity, 
transformations in the nature of the employment offered, or changes in 
the types of persons hired. 

One of the most important factors in changing the location of econanic 
activity has been the persistent relative decline of agriculture as an 
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employer of our Nation's labor. As the technique of pro:luction in agri
culture has been steadily altered and improved, it has been pcssible to 
praluce foal and raw materials for a growing population and an expanding 
economy with an ever-dwindling proportion of the Nation's workers. In 
1870, for example, more than half the working population was engaged in 
agriculture. Today only a fifth of the population is so engaged, and a 
large share of this fifth is n0 longer necessary to pro:luce the volume 
of agricultural pralucts wh~ch we consume. One result of this marked 
decline in opportunities on the land has been the migration of approx
imately 2 million persoos annually fran the land to the cities in search 
of industrial employnEnt. Industry, hQolever, even in the 192Q 1S, was un

able to '!hsorb this tremendous extra supply of labor that was "released" 
fran agriculture. 'This is reflected in the fact that the ,twenties saw 

annually an average of 1~ million persons leave the cities to return to 
the land. That is to say, sane 3~ million migrationS took place annu
ally in this country as a part of the search for jobs. 

The accumulation of people unable to secure employment and unable to 
maintain themselves on the land is continuing. Although there has been 
sane reduction in the amount of migration fran the land, this slackening 
is not caused by a lessening of the problem conditions on the land but 
by the develepment of severe depression conditions in the cities. As a 
result, there are uncounted persons damned up on the land who in recent 
years would have moved to the cities had conditions there warranted the 
hope that they might find employment. They constitute an unemployed 
reserve for industry that has not even been tapped, and one which is 
growing steadily. The continuation of technological changes in agricul
ture impels them to move, but in the current industrial situation there 
is no place for them to go. 

Another broad industrial change which has been constantly creating un
employed workers, even in periods of generally rising activity, is that 
which results in the transfer of the location of industrial activity. 
America is dotted with cities and towns which have declined fran the days 
when they were flourishing canmercial or industrial centers. As methods 
of transportation and camrunication have changed, many a canal and river 
town lost its locational advantage. As automobiles, trucks, and im
proved roads made large cities more easily accessible, many a rural shep
ping and marketing center has lost most of its trade. Stranded towns 
abound in areas where once rich deposits of coal, or timber stands, or 
bonanzas of ore have been exhausted, or where industries have lost out 
in the competitive struggle with industries in other areas. Thousands 
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of skilled textile workers have been left stranded in New England towns 
when mills either moved southward or went out of existence because of 

their inability to compete with southern manufacturers. Over 200,000 

coal miners lost their jobs between 1923 and 1929 when 3 ,ooo canmer
cia! coal mines closed dam. The better utilization of coal and the in
creased use of other fuels cut into the market, and what demand was left 
went to the technologicallY more advanced mines. 

In a true sense the populations that are left behind represent a group 
stranded through the operation of industrial and technological change. 
Their situation represents a pressing phase of our general unemployment 
problem which will continue to exist short of an extraordinary expansion 
of productive activity. 

As examples in this connection, I would like to refer to sane studies 
JIBde by the WPA in various localities. 

In 1935, the year in which the great Amoskeag mills of Manchester, 
New llampshire, were shut down, more than 17,000 different persons had 
had employment in these mills. A+ter the shut-down, there were few other 
jobs to which the displaced workers could turn. In a field survey con
ducted late in 1936 onlY two-fifths of the men interviewed ani on~fifth 
of the women had had any work since their last Amoskeag job in 1935. 

OnlY one-third of the men and one-sixth of the women were employed at 
the time of the interview. Of the total man-months elapsed between the 
last Amoskeag job and October 1936, only 15 percent were spent in em
ployment. Under these circumstances the need for relief became acute 
and continued to be so through the ensuing years. About one-quarter of 
Manchester families were receiving general assistance or WPA work in 
1937. In 1938 the average rose to the level of almost 29 percent. 

Somewhat similar situations prevail in several of the declining Mass
achusetts textile centers. New Bedford is a good example. It had 31 

cotton-textile mills running in 1920 and employed 311,000 textile workers. 
While new plants in the South have flourished, New Bedford has slipped 
backward. By 1937 the number of -cotton mills had been cut to 17, and 
the 311,000 millworkers employed had shrunk to 111,000. Between 1937 and 

1938 another 6 ,ooo cotton-mill workers were thrCMII out of work. During 
the two decades since the World War, New Bedford cotton textiles have 
lost almost four-fifths of their workers. 

In spite of some new industry, New Bedford is clearly a chronicallY 
depressed community. About a year ago, 30 percent of all the available 
workers were jobless. Among workers whose last job was in the cotton 
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mills, 37 percent were uneJ!lllOyed, and their average duration of unem
ployment was a year and a half. 

Brazil, Indiana, presents a similarly drastic situation affecting a 

sooewhat smill.er population. As a result of the general decline of coal
mining operations in the region and the collapse of the claY-products 
industry in the early thirties, mre than a third of the euployables in 

the COlllllUllity were unemployed in 1936. During the 3 years preceding 

1936, the n111ltler of different persons wbo had received public assistance 

of sane kind was equal to 71 percent of the 19~ population. 

A block of counties in southern Illinois where coal mining is the ma
jor industry presents another clear-cut e~le of a depressed area with 
a large stranded population. The decline of activity in these counties 
!Franklin, Saline, and Williamson) began well before 1929 and bad, by 

1939, reached the point where two-tiftbs to one-half of the available 
labor force was without private eJ!llloyment. 

The peak year of employment was in 1923 when 36,ooo workers were em
ployed in 105 shipping mines. By 1937 the number of these mines bad 

declined to qo. With mechanization, the man-day output of the surviving 

mines had risen from ~·9 tons in 1923 to 8.8 tons in 1938, and at the 
same tine approximately s,ooo additional ren were displaced. In all, 
mine abandonrent and technological advances had reduced employment q~
portunities by about two-thirds - from 36,ooo workers in 1923 to 12,500 
in 1937• 

The clJIIIlative effects of these developrents on the C00'1111111ity are soown 

by an IUlelltlloyment census conducted in these counties about a year ago. 
At that time approximately ~ percent of the total labor force was unem
ployed, and about three out of tive unemployed workers were dependent 
upon the WI¥.. 

With respect to changes in the nature of jobs as distinct fran their 
location, there can be no doubt that technological changes markedlY in
fluence the quality of labor requirements. Whatever maY be the trends 
in production and employment at any tine the tirst effects of changes 
in techniques are the displacement of ~rkers, changes in the kind of 
labor required, and, as Mr. Murray's human exhibit so tellingly illus
tra~ed the other day, the obsolescence of particular skills and occu
pations. These often result in the need for unerrployrent relief even 
though, eventually, there may be increased demand for another type of 
labor somewhere else. The effect bas been different in different oc
cupations. Technological changes have favored semiskilled jobs at the 
expense of both the highly skilled and the unskilled workers. In manY 
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cases new skills must be learned. Frequently the new jobs are l~r in 

the occupational scale. Often it is a matter of ronths and SOIIletimes 

several years before reenyloyment takes place. For the older worker it 
frequently means pennanent unenployment. 

The National Research Project's studies have shown that the jobs of 

factory production workers are steadily becoming rore simplified as 

machinery is made rore automatic or rore specialized, and as production 

methods are otherwise iJitlroved by management. Where an entire process 

is rendered highly automatic and continuous, both unskilled and skilled 

workers are eliminated. On the other hand, where auxiliary devices, 

such as recording or controlling instruments, simplify the method of 

work by eliminating operations which formerly required long training and 
great dexterity:, semiskilled labor ma,y be substituted for highly skilled 

·workers. This reduction in skill requirements is naturally a prime ob

jective of management, since the wages of unskilled workers are lower 

than those of the skilled, and unit labor costs are consequently reduced 

by the change. 

While stranded COIIIIIuni ties present a spectacular type of problem be

cause of the concentration and isolation of the unemployed group, our 

studies have indicated that industrial changes which alter the nature or 

vollllle of demand for certain types of labor can create special groups of 

workers who are as effectively stranded in a highly diversified indus

trial community as those residing around the tipples of shut-down coal 

mines. 

The textile industry provides examples of a number of such occupa

tions. Weaving and loom fixing in the _woolen and worsted, carpet and 

rug, and upholstecy-goods industries require a high degree of skill which 

cannot be used in other industries. These occupations have been declin

ing since the early 193> •s as a result of the introduction of rore auto

matic looms and also because of a decline in the demand for the product 

of these industries. In Philadelphia, the center of these branches of 

the textile industry, 29 percent of the weavers and loom fixers were un
enployed in May 1936. One-fifth of these unenployed had lost their last 

regular job earlier in that year. Twenty-eight percent had lost their 

jobs in the previous year, 1935, 13 percent in 19~. 12 percent in 1933• 

7 percent in 1932, and :.n percent prior to 1932• That is, one-fifth had 

been uoenployed continuously for rore than 5 years. 

A sample study of the work experience of a group of unemployed rail

road workers indicates that there also, because of the limited trans

ferability of their skill to other industries, displaced workers were 
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able to find little work in other industries. Moreover, the longer the 
attachment to the railroad iudustry, the more difficnlt it was to find 
work outside of this iudustry. The proportion of workers finding other 
work during 'periods of interruption of railroad emplo;vment ranged be
tween a high of 63 percent for those with less than s years 1 service to 
less than 10 percent for those with service records of 30 years and more. 
The factor of age is, of course, partially responsible for inability to 
fiud work in other industries, and long years of attachment to an indus
try coincide with advancing age. Thus, when such workers are displaced, 
they are at a double disadvantage in !iuding work in other industries 
or occnpations. 

The effect of changing skill requirerents as a resnlt of mechanization 
is illustrated by our study of cigar makers after the process was con
verted fran a system employing hand workers to one utilizing machinery 
and machine operators. One of the major results is the fact that the 
skill of the band. cigar maker is not needed at the new process, and wo

men are generally substituted for men. In our study, s years after the 
lay-off, 13 percent of the men were self-employed cigar makers and an
other 17 percent were employed by others in the cigar industry. Though 
many of them searched for work as cigar makers, the majority did not 
find it, and 25 percent of them found no work at all during the 5 years. 

With these and other economic factors constantly augmenting the labor 
reserve, the size of which has been swollen to tremendous proportions as 
a result of the long continuation of depression conditions, certain spe
cial problems have developed within the general unemplo;vment problem. 
Because of their age, their sex, their race, their skill or lack of 
skill, the nature of their previous experience, or even because of the 
length of time they have been unemployed, certain workers face particu
lar difficulties in securing jobs. In a labor market crowded with as
pirants for whatever job openings arise, they are passed over in favor 
of other job seekers who appear more desirable to the employers. 

One of the most tragic of such special problems is that of the youth 

entering a labor market already crowded with experienced job seekers. 
The young people on the farms face perhaps the most desperate situation. 
They are growing up in a situation where, with advancing technology, 
agriculture is unable to provide a livelihood even for those who were 
formerly associated with it. In the cities also, particularly where op
portunity has been declining or stagnating, the youths unable to secure 
even a first job in iudustry have been a most important element in the 
general unemployment situation. In Philadelphia, for example, 7 percent 
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of the total unemployed in 1933 were workers who had never secured a 

first job; by 1936 this proportion had reached 20 percent of the unem
ployed and by 1937, 21 percent. 

While it may be impossible to designate the unemployed youth of this 

country as technologically displaced, it is nevertheless true that our 

production activity has failed to keep pace with productivity advances, 
that in spite of production levels almost equal to those of 1929 there 

were no jobs for them in 1939, and that as a result this important group 
is losing valuable years in which it might be fruitfully employed and 

contributing to our econanic life. Practically the only attempt made to 
meet this problem was that of the Federal Government, through the WPA, 

the NYA, and the CCC. 

The older worker also faces a situation of increasing difficulty. 
Studies made by the National Research Project and others have shom that 
while the older worker may have sane advantage in maintaining his job 

because of the value of his experience, once he is displaced he is less 
likely to regain his job and far less likely to secure another job. The 
result of this and other tendeocies to pass over certain workers in fill

ing jobs fran a crowded labor market . has been the creation of a group of 

chronically unemployed, who constitute one ·of the most serious aspects 
of our unemployuent situation. For the passage of time itself proves to 
be an important factor in the distribution of employment opportunity, 

· and those longest unemployed are likely to have the least chances for 
jobs for that reason alone. Such evidence as there is points to an in
creasing seriousness of this problem - an iocreasing n1111Der of able and 

willing workers who, in an econanic setting characterized by a persist
ently large volume of unemployment, are chronically unemployed. 

I would like to make a particular point with reference to these long

term unemployed. In Philadelphia, a diversified metropolitan labor mar
ket, we made a special study of this prcblem in 1936. The group we stud
ied not only had suffered unemployment of long duration but they had 

also been continuously on relief or the Works Program for at least 2 

years. They were, then, one of the groups hardest hit by the depression •. 
Over 30 percent of them had not had a private job for more than S years. 
These long-term unemployed nll!lilered 20,000, or one-fifth. of Philirlel

phia 's relief load at the time of the study. They were an unwanted part 
of the labor market, but they were certainly not an undesirable part. 
By every available test these people were employable. They were out of 

work only because, relative to other job seekers, they had sane dis
advantages of age, sex, race, or type of occupational experience. The 
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disadvantages affected not their ability to work but only their ability 

to get jdls. 

In all, the situation that has developed, the widespread unemploy

ment and underemployment, the inability of the younger workers to find 
a place in our cr<Mded labor markets, and the increasing chronic unem
ployment, particularly of our older workers, presents a wide variety of 

prdlle115 for which a solution must be found. 

It must be emphasized that both the general and the special problems 
which have been indicated here are by no ueans teuporary. The pro:ess of 
rapid technological and industrial change will continue to raise prob
lems through prosperity and depression, as the process of displace

ment and reabsorption of workers continues. They are aggravated during 
periods of depression, particularly as in the present situation, when 

widespread and long-continued unemployment adds new considerations and 
raises new questions as to reenployment prospects of the persons affected. 
Any attempt to gain full employment of our ~r tmJSt take into account 
technological change and its action in continually jeopardizing the job 
security of workers. 

I should n<M like to draw SCJII! conclusions. 

The effects of technological change on employment and unemployment 

present two distinct sets of problems. We have, on the one hand, the 
situations where particular groups of workers, in specific industries 
or localities, have been reduced to a condition of unemployment as a 
direct effect of technological changes, Such situations exist even at 

times when business is prosperous and employment opportunities are plen

tiful. We need only to recall the situation which prevailed, even at 
the height of prosperity in the late twenties, in sane of our agricul
tural areas, in sections of our textile industries, and in sane of the 
coal-mining districts. Such situations will be recurring even at the 
best of times. The adjustment, whether through migration, retraining, 
or development of new employment opportunities, may be a long process, 
much too long to be taken care of by present systems of unemployment 
insurance. A permanent work program would be well suited to meet such 
situations • It would help maintain the work habits and morale of the 
displaced workers and would aid them in the acquisition of new skills in 
a renner that would yield returns not only to the individuals concerned 
but to the community as well through the execution of socially useful 
projects, 

A different type of situation confronts us in times of declining bus
iness. The groups of workers who are unemployed directly or indirectly 
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as a result of technological changes are many and varied, There are, 
first, those directly displaced by labor-saving devices introduced dur

ing the.depression. But in addition to these there are others whose 
unemplo:;rent reflects the previous course of technological progress, al
though not always in a directly traceab1e manner. They are the ones 
whose previous employrent was in technically backward or temporarily re
vived plants, and those whose employrent was contingent upon equipnent 
installations during prosperity when technological change went hand in 
hand with plant expansion but who were dispensed with once the construc
tion was canpleted. 

In periods of depression, with widespread general unemployrent, these 
displaced workers became one additional element of an excessive labor 
supply. Although their existence in the labor mrket tends to reduce 
the general chances for reemplo:;rent, they are not necessarily the ones 
whose opportunities are lCJWest. In the general scrallille for jobs they 
are not necessarily the ones doaned to constitute the "hard core of un
emplo:;rent." They do, hCJWeVer, tend to mke the core harder and heavier 
and to mke the .criteria of selection on the part of the employers more 
stringent, 

The incidence of displacement of labor through technical improvements 
in a depression is thus not limited to any particular group of work
ers, but its effects are diffused through the labor camnmity. Remedial 
measures can therefore not be viewed as a mtter of mere readjustment of 
any concrete group or groups. The maintenance of a flexible work pro

gram beC<JIES a matter of necessity under such conditions, but the funda
mental problem is that of remedy against unemplo:;rent, the problem of 
recovery, 

In the canparative recovery achieved since 1932-:33 the main drawback 
. has been the lag of the capital-goods industries. Technological im

provements introduced in recent years have been many and they have had 

very substantial effects on the productivity of labor and on reducing 
costs of production. But, as I have pointed out, those effects have in 
many instances been achieved without incurring capital outlays large 
enough to develop that cumulative demand for capital goods which is nec
essary for recovery, As a result of the available technical improve
ments, not only cost reduction but also the expansion of productive 
capacity can be, andin many instances has been, effected with compara

tively small capital outlays. 

As long as technical trends of this nature continue to prevail, a 
grCih'th of demand for capital goods in a volume requisite to !1Bke the re-
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recovery cumulative can be expected only fran a flCM of ii!Vestments that 
is directed at quantitative expansion of production on a vast scale. 
The failure of private capital expansion in the thirties not only re
sulted in the lack of employment in the capital-goods industries but 
contributed to a further reduction in purchasing per by withdrawal of 
savings fran the econany which were not reinvested. This failure of 
private capital expansion and the increasing productivity during the 
thirties had to be offset to provide employment. This necessitated the 
large-scale works programs as measures for the relief not only of the 
unemployed but also of the capital-goods industries. 

The proolem of income distribution is, of course, an important part of 
the proolem of full employment. The increases in wage rates as a result 
of the spread of collective bargaining and minim11111-wage and maximll11l-hour 
laws, the expenditure of funds for public "WOrks, emergency work projects, 
unemployment insurance, .and other forms of social legislation and re
lief have contributed to the removal of some of the deficiencies of the 
distribution of income during depression years. But, with a view to 
bringing about full utilization of our resources, we need, in addition 
to the pub lie policy of strengthening the purchasing power of the mass 
of consumers, a policy of directly promoting an expansion of demand for 
capital goods by direct iiiVestments by public bodies in large-scale un
dertakings and by stimulating private iiiVestment in other directions. 

Public capital investment has, of course, and of necessity, always 

been a contributing factor in developing opportunities for private in
vestment - notably in transportation facilities. The public development 
of streets is a necessary condition for the grCMth of cities and the de

velopment of local construction; the development of harbors and navi
gable rivers was a necessary condition for the grCMth of national and 
international canmerce; use and development of railroads were necessary 
conditions for the grCMth of danestic C<IIm!rce; Federal land grants and 
subsidies were a necessary condition for development of the railroads; 
the development of hard-surfaced highways was a necessary condition for 
the grCMth of the 'autanobile industry; and the construction of airports 
for the grCMth of air transportation. 

Capital requirements for the phenomenal expansion of the use of the 

automobile are not limited to the planned facilities required for their 
production, for the replacement of parts, and for providing the fuel for 
autanobile operation. The expansion and use of the passenger car, the 
truck, and the bus depended upon Federal, State, and local cooperation 
in building roads. Total expenditures on streets, roads and highways, 
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and bridges and tunnels thereby rose in rank second only to education in 
total public expenditures. Among other transportation agencies, aid to 
the new aviation industry was provided as early as 1926 by the Air Can
merce Act, and the successive emergency work programS have established 
ain~ays and constructed airports and landing fields. lbre recently a 
legislative provision has been made to aid in the construction of ships 
for a Merchant Marine. 

Federal, State, and local outlays for all types of construction fanned 

a substantial proportion of the demand for capital-goods production dur
ing the 192o's. This public investment, in addition to supplying the 
needs of private industry, aids the expansion of the capital-goods in

dustries, and therefore multiplies the amount of employment created and 

thereby expands the purchasing power of the Nation for more ccinsumers' 
goods. 

Reductions in hours of work would help to maintain employment; in
creases in wage rates would increase conswnption and employment; special 
programs have been developed and are required to meet the special prob

lems of youth and the aged. But the solution of the major serious prob
lem of unemployment necessarily depends upon full utilization of our 
resources and manpower - the problem defined by the President, by the 
Cannittee, and by the witnesses appearing before the Conmittee as idle 
men, idle machines, and idle money. 
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